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Supplementary Submission regarding
Implementation of systems operations for dams
Response to the 2011 flood, particularly to inform the community

I am qualified and experienced in corporate governance and risk management, was responsible for its
formal implementation in a Federal Statutory Authority, and also have completed formal study of the
basics of mechanical engineering and hydrology.
To complete my submission to your Inquiry a week before the original deadline, I asked Seqwater for
information about the quantity of water released before the flood. I was refused and told it would not
be made public, but would be provide d to the Inquiry. I advised the Courier Mail, whose report on
March 7, "Wivenhoe secrecy as report points to dam", caused interviews with 2 radio and 2 television
stations that m orning, and resulted in the Prem ier ordering the public release of the 1180 page
detailed flood engineers' report, which enabled many experts to scrutinise it for only the next 4 days,
before the 11 March 2011 deadline for submissions.
At 12.30pm on 11 March 2011 the Insurance Council of
Australia publishe d on its website the
findings of its independent hydrologists, that the cau se of the January flooding of Brisbane was the
release of water from Wivenhoe Dam.
One explanation for the flood is contained in DERM 's Report on the Operation of Wivenhoe Dam
and Summerset Dam, which in es sence say s that there w ere 2 rain events th at coincided, to cause
double the rainfall of the 1974 ev ent, and that th eir flood m itigation m ethods were sufficien t to
prevent flooding Brisbane prior to the January 2011 'double header' rain event.
As their chart shows, the first huge peak of rain in the afternoon of 10 January flash flooded the
Lockyer Creek and caused the Grantham disaster, while the second even bi gger peak early on 11
January caused W ivenhoe Dam to rise quickly to 73.7m AHD (Austr alian Height Datum ie above
high tide), when the flood gates were opened to a void blowing the fuse plugs, which would have
caused an uncontrollable flood.
Why did the BOM briefing of the Premier and Cabinet in October 2010, when the warning was given
that the coming summ er would be extraordinarily wet, lead to Seqwater modelling a 25% reduction
of the Full Supply Level (the first 100%) but on the basis that this reduction would not be maintained
for the whole of summ er? If Wivenhoe was at 75% prior to the January 2011 ' double header' rain
event, the Brisbane flood would have been 40% less than it was – merely a minor flood.
Why did the BOM briefing of the Pr emier and Cabinet on 5 January when the warning was given of
the incoming extreme low pressure system and the monsoon front moving south, not cause Seqwater
to accept there were then 2 events coming, that if they combined could flood Brisbane if precautions
were not taken. Seqwater's attitude is that they needed more assurance than these events 'could' flood
Brisbane, they wanted to know if these events 'would' flood Brisbane.
Seqwater is responsible for managing Wivenhoe for water supply and flood m itigation, but their risk
management seems to have given water supply a higher risk profile than flood mitigation – why?

Having listened in the public gallery to the first five days evidence given in Brisbane, I am concerned
by the Minister’s and the Flood Control Engineers’ at tempts to conceal the truth from the public, and
to deceive your Comm ission of Inquiry, regardin g rainfall forecasts, the capacity of W ivenhoe Dam
to limit flooding of Brisbane, and DERM’s attempt to shift blame for communications.
1.

Disregard of rainfall forecasts

Weather ex perts have been aware of the La N ina / El Nino weather patterns for m any years that
operate across the southern Pacific Ocean, and more recen tly have become aware of sim ilar patterns
operating across the northern Pacifi c Ocean, and the Indian Ocean, that bring periods of above /
below average rainfall to the adjacent continents. The Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) was aware that
the movement of these 3 weather patterns would coin cide to produce particular ly very heavy rainfall
to the eastern side of Australia last summer, with a strong likelihood of repetition a year later.
Jim Davidson (Queensland CEO of BOM) brief ed Cabinet on 18 October 2010 (first time BOM ever
briefed Cabinet), and told Cabine t about the strongest L a Nina on record, and the need to be
particularly vigilant.
Peter Bradley (senior forecaster at BOM) briefed cabinet again on 5 January 2011 - a week before the
flood. The second brief ing was specifically to warn about the effect of the high-level low-pressure
system that was approaching, and the monsoon trough developing to the north.
Recall the evidence that BOM and Seqwater work closely together, that Seqwater Flood Engineer
Terry Malone used to work for
BOM, that BOM had a copy of the
Manual of Operational
Procedures for Flood at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset Dam (Revision 7, November 2009), that BOM
was involved in revision of the Flood Control Manua l, and that BOM were one of the organisations
working closely with the Flood Control Centre when ever there was a flood crisis. Hence I believe
BOM would have been very anxiou s about Seqwater' s determ ination to m aintain the Full Supply
Level (FSL) despite the approaching exceptionally intense low-pressure sy stem, c oupled with the
gathering dangerous monsoon slowly descending fr om the north. (My first subm ission describe s
these - taken from the Worley Parsons hydrology report.)
Who wanted BOM’s briefings of Cabinet concealed under Parliamentary privilege?
The m anual was developed over 40 years with input from m any experts inde pendent of Seqwa ter.
The major change introduced by Revision 7 Gazetted in January 2010, was the requ irement to utilize
the BOM rainfall forecasts when de termining when to adopt W 4. If that were not the case, then the
manual would not have included th is requirement, as the BOM forecasts were prev iously available
for the Flood Control Engineers to disregard if they wished. This revision was the combined wisdom
of m any, not just the brain-child of John Tibaldi, as he would ha ve the Inquiry believe that the
revision was merely his intention to expand the details of the procedures to be followed.
Seqwater have disingenuously cited variations between forecast and actual rainfall as justification for
ignoring BOM rainfall forecasts, well knowing that rainfall forecasts can never be precise as mankind
does not precisely understand why weather or clim ate changes. The Flood Control Engineers have
cited their sloppy November 2009 am endments, whic h were not m ade consistently throughout the
manual, as justification for ignori ng Section 8.4 of the Manual which is quite clear on when to adopt
strategy W4:
The stra tegy chosen at any point in time will depend on the act ual leve ls in th e dams and the
following predictions, which are to be made using the best forecast rainfall….(my embolding)

The emboldened words deserve close attention:
at any point in time does not allow the engineers to consider what strategy to adopt in the future,
but rather mandates the strategy to be followed at every present instant, while
and…best forecast rainfall mandates use of forecast dam level incr ease to be added to the actual
dam level when determining whether to adopt strategy W4, otherwise Section 8.4 would have merely
required adoption of W4 when the actual level reached 74mAHD.
During the 5 days hearing in Brisbane the evidence presented did not include the history since about
25 years ago of concern that m ajor earth dam s around the world need ed safety m easures added to
prevent the walls being over-topped, which resulted in sacrificial fuse plugs replacing 165m of t he
Wivenhoe Da m wall – see below
Deception regarding capacity of Wivenhoe Dam to limit
flooding of Brisbane.
Just as the sacrificial fuse plugs were an additional safety measure in 2006, to ensure the lake could
not reach the height of the dam wall, so too was the requirement to implement W4 when the lake rose
to 1.7m below the lowest fuse plug, as required prior to Revision 7. I subm it that the Revision 7
requirement for the Flood Control Engineers to in clude th e forecast rain, was an additional s afety
measure which reduced the actual level when W 4 must be implemented. Rather than merely reduce
the W4 trigger level, the intenti on was to provide the BOM som e input to determine when W4 must
be implemented, and that input would depend upon variable rainfall forecasts.
The Flood Control Engineers all prom ised to tell the trut h the whole truth and nothing but the truth,
and so I am concerned that John Tibaldi said there were 3 circumstances when he would give weight
to BOM's rainfall forecasts;
1.
rainfall prediction was very large, for example, caused by a slow moving rainfall system
2.
there were advances in BOM's forecasting accuracy
3.
to mobilise the Flood Control Centre
yet all 4 Flood Control Engineers ignored BOM' s warnings of the slow moving, huge rainfall
producing, monsoon front , until it was too late.
Their arr ogant belief in their superior
understanding of weather events has caused thousands to suffer repairable dam age, hundreds to
suffer irreparable harm , most of those whose proper ties were inundated to su ffer substantial loss of
property value, one to drown, and a number to suicide because of despair at their financial ruin.
2.

Deception regarding capacity of Wivenhoe Dam to limit flooding of Brisbane

The Flood Control Engineers continue to confuse the public and would like to confuse the Inquiry
with their assertion that the Wivenhoe Dam fuse plugs did not reduce W ivenhoe's water holding
capacity, b y cleverly correctly claim ing that the flood m itigation capacity is still 80mAHD.
However, such m itigation capacity is only a theoreti cal c apacity, if the f use plugs do their job in
preventing the lake filing up to the height of the dam wall.
From my 11 March 2011 subm ission to the Inquiry you will see that at that tim e, like many others, I
did not understand how the fuse plugs work to protect the integrity of the dam wall. I presumed they
were a plug inserted near the top of the dam wall, whereas they (all 3) are sections of the dam wall
intended to collapse, if there is a f ailure of the gates to release sufficient water to sto p the lake le vel
rising to the full height of the wall. This could com e about by a m echanical problem, or m aybe the
gate engineer having a heart attack, either of w hich could lead to the dam wall being over-topped,
and the wall collapsing, if there was not a fail-safe mechanism.
The term fuse plug has caused many, including m
e, to m isunderstand what they do, and I am
indebted to Ian Chalmers, the Supervising Engineer on the construction of Wivenhoe Dam who I met
at the Inquiry, who explained th e origin of th e te rm. A steam loco motive is p owered by steam
produced from water in the boiler being heated by a fire below the boiler. If the boiler should run

dry, because the engineer failed to keep it s ufficiently f ull, the e ngine woul d ove r-heat, bec ome
distorted and suffer irreparable damage. The clever fail-safe devise is a hol e near the bottom of the
boiler, filled with lead, because it melts at g reater than 100 degrees centig rade. The lead plug will
not melt so long as it is covered w ith the water contained in the boile r, as water will not heat above
100 degrees centigrade. However, if the water level drops too low, the lead becomes exposed to the
heat produced in the firebox, melting the lead. The melting lead, no longer firmly in place, is pushed
out by the water (and steam ) still contained in the boiler, which then flows out and douses the fire.
Thus the locomotive fuse plug is a sacrif icial part of the boiler wall intended to pro tect the integrity
of the remaining part of the boiler. Maybe the locomotive ‘fuse’ plug was so named as it is akin to an
explosive fuse that sacrificially burns until it does its job. Similarly, the dam fuse plug is a sacrificial
part of the wall intended to protect the integrity of the remaining wall, to enable the remaining wall to
hold back some of a biblical proportioned inflow.
Before the start of the second day' s hearing in Brisbane I asked Senior Flood Control Engineer
Robert Ayre how much water the fuse plugs would
release. He ref erred m e to the m anual. The
Manual of Operational Procedures for F lood at Wivenhoe Dam and Somerset Dam (Revision 7,
November 2009) , on page 57 is a table and a graph th
at depicts the W ivenhoe Dam Auxiliary
Spillway (th e spillway f ormed by the f use plu gs), showin g the d ischarge f rom each of the 3 f use
plugs, which discloses how much water would be released after Wivenhoe Dam was filled to the top
of the 80mAHD da m wall, with all fuse plugs blown, and the rate of water release through the now
empty spaces where the fuse plugs had been. As the level drops to 76mAHD the discharge would be
9,033 cubic m etres per second (cum ecs) and at 74mAHD would be 6,409 cum ecs. As we know,
release of 4,000 cum ecs causes lo w level flooding of Brisbane, a nd 7,464 cum ecs causes high level
flooding, the latter being the outflow rate from Wivenhoe dam on 11 January 2011.
The manual information on page 57 is not the sam e as what would be released through the fuse plug
spaces when the lake is rising. If the lake was rising, the fu se plugs would be b lown one after the
other, to provide a substantial and uncontrolled release, and page 20 of the m anual describes that
they would blow at 75.7m, 76.23m , and at 76.78m. Such release would be uncontrolled becau se as
the water over-topped the vertical wall of each fuse plug, the water would wash away the gravel that
supported the vertical wall, which would then colla pse. Having collapsed, the fuse plugs could not
be reinstated until the lake is substantially emptied.
If one was to assum e that the disch arge through each fuse plug space (o nce they have blown) was in
the same proportion as the width of each space is to the total width of the three fuse plugs, then the
first one to blow when the lake was 75.5m AHD would release 1,894 cum ecs. However, once the
lake had risen only a further 530m m to 76.23mAHD the discharge would be 6,864 cum ecs, while a
further rise of 550mm t o 76.78mAHD would release 11,517 cumecs. While it is true that if the lake
level rose above 74mAHD, the first fuse plug would release only about 1,894 cumecs, but this would
add to the discharge through the gates, thereby causi ng major flooding of Brisbane. It is also true
that if the first fuse plug blew, the gate operator could partially close the gates to reduce the suddenly
increased outflow, but at the r isk this might cause the second fuse plug to blow, which would cause
flooding of Brisbane greater than was experience in January 2011. Hence the flood control engineers
were determined to maintain the lake at 74mAHD.
Flood Control Engineers Malone and Ayre gave evidence of the flows rates on 11 January 2011:
8am
9am
10am
11am
Noon
3pm
5pm

Inflow cumecs Outflow cumecs
8,060
2,763
9,165
10,300
3,347 kept low for fear of back-flooding the Lockyer Creek
9,500
3,667
5,167 to stabilise the lake at 74mAHD the outflow had to increase
6,463

7pm
8pm
11pm

7,464
7,464
7,464 until progressively reduced to 2,547 cumecs at 9am 12/01/2011

These urgen t releas es were im plemented not to avoid the earth wall fr om collapsin g, but ra ther to
prevent the fuse plugs being blown, which woul d cause m ajor flooding of Brisbane, as only 4,000
cumecs causes low level flooding.
That is not to say there is no danger of the wall ev er being over-topped, as w ith the gates fully open,
all fuse plugs blown, and the lake at 80m
AHD, the outflow capacity is still only about 28,500
cumecs, and the Probable Maximum Flood inflow (PMF) is 39,000 cumecs.
As the eng ineers m ust release water sufficiently to not le t the lake ris e higher than 74mAHD, to
avoid triggering the f use plugs, why does Seq water keep insisting th at the f lood mitigation capacity
of Wivenhoe was not diminished when the fuse plugs were built in 2006? The theoretical fact is that
the dam wall would still constrain some of a biblical proportioned flood, even with the fuse plugs
blown, but it is intentionally deceptive to im ply the dam can hold as m uch as it us ed to. Deceptive
conduct is illegal under the Trade Practices Act.
A crucial point is that the fuse plug reduction of the da m's practical capacity cam e from the fl ood
'compartment' (that above Full Supply Level) while the d eemed FSL was left at the pre-fus e plug
level of 67m AHD. Hence th e practical flood m itigation capacity is not its wall level of 80m, bu t
rather when the lake rises to 74m, at which level the dam is 190% full.
Terry Malone admitted that following BOM’s brie fing to the Prem ier and Cabinet in Octob er 2010,
he had been asked to m odel the flood reduction possible by temporarily reducing the FSL to 75%. It
was disingenuous to do it the way he did, by intenti onally not maintaining the modeled reduction for
the duration of the expected v ery wet summer, and then saying it would have m ade only 200mm to
300mm difference in the Brisbane flood. He modeled the effect of e mptying 25% and then allowing
it to fill back to 100% from the next usually exp ected available inflow, before m odeling any release.
Under cros s-examination he adm itted that th ere was other m odeling that showed that if the 2 5%
reduction w as held as long as possible, by rele asing water until the outflows reach ed 4,000 cu bic
metres per second (which causes low level flooding in Brisbane), and then allowing the dam to fill to
74mAHD (ie W4), there would have been a 40% reduction in the flood level in Brisbane - about what
was always promised - that Wivenhoe will prevent another 1974 flood.
3. DERM’s inability to protect the community
DERM’s report to your Inquiry states,
“During the Event, Seqwater follow ed the Department of Environment a nd Resource Management’s
draft Communications Protocol, which was co mpiled after the October 2010 flood event. This
Protocol was developed to ensure effective co mmunication between loca l, State and Commonwealth
agencies impacted by the release of flood water from the Dams.”
The Flood Control Engineers gave ev idence that their de lay in increasing outflow after 5 January
2011 was due to concern for the safety of comm
unities below and particu larly those clos e to
Wivenhoe Da m – because there was insufficient
and ineffective comm unications with these
communities.
The implication of this apparent contradiction is that DERM has show n itself incapable of ensuring
effective co mmunications, or th at local, other State, and Commonwe alth ag encies f ailed the local
communities, and the f ailure to ensure the local communities were warned caused Seqwater to flood
Brisbane.

It is vital th at effective communications be put in place, oth erwise the F lood Control Engineers will
always be p revented from quickly implem enting flood mitigation strategies to protect Brisbane, for
fear of da maging communities n earby. Alternatively, the F lood Control Engineers must ignore the
near communities’ safety when there is danger of causing a major flood in Brisbane.
Conclusions
The fact th at rainfall forecasts cannot be p recise requires them to be reg arded with p recaution rather
than being disregarded. Seqwater were warne d by BOM to rega rd th eir forec asts with preca ution,
that is, with additional caution.
An anesthetist has authority to order the surgeon to stop the operation, if the patient appears unlikely
to survive further exposure to the anesthetic. Sim ilarly, the Fl ood Control Operations Engineers
should be subject to being over- ruled when BOM considers that the Flood Control Operations
Engineers are not sufficiently releasing water to protect Brisbane.
If people die as a result of profe ssional negligence, the person responsible for dir ectly or indirectly
causing the death(s) may be charged with m
anslaughter. I suggest that the P remier and all of
Cabinet, as well as all senior officers of DERM a nd the Flood Control Engineers that failed to ensure
that BOM’s warnings were heede d, should be so charged. Also, the Queensland Government should
immediately compensate those who have suffered, for their financial losses.
Considering that the extraordinary peak inflow s to Wivenhoe Dam early on 11 January 2011 caused
the lake to rise 3m quickly, we are lu cky that the lake was not then alread y at 73mAHD, as Brisbane
may have suffered a catastrophic flood. Until Brisbane is served by another m ajor dam, which can
enable Wivenhoe greater scope to mitigate flooding Brisbane, I suggest W4 be reduced to 70mAHD.
Having listened to the first week of the Brisbane hearings, I resp ectfully suggest you should obtain
answers to these 58 questions:
Regarding the evidence of Minister Robertson
1.
Following Cabinet’s 18 October 2010 briefing by Mr Davidson, Queensland C EO of the
Bureau of Meteorology, what did Minister R obertson do to ensure the W ater Grid Manager, and
Seqwater dam engineers, were briefed about the impending La Nina weather event?
2.
Considering that Mr Da vidson had given Cabinet
the most explicit w arning of the
impending severe La Nina weather event, why did Minister Robertson “not accord Mr Davidson’s
warning any significance.”
3.
Following BOM Senior Forecaster P eter Bradley’s briefing to Cabinet regarding th e possible
effect of the intense high level low-pressure system, why did Minister Robertson not ensure that
Seqwater obeyed the requirement of the F lood Co ntrol Manual to keep the lake leve l at th e
FSL of 67mAHD?
4.
When did Minister Roberts on learn that with the FSL at 67mAHD, Wivenhoe Dam had far
less flood mitigation capacity than existed before the fuse plugs were built?
5.

When did Minister Robertson learn how the fuse plugs at Wivenhoe Dam operate?

6.
When did Minister Robertson l earn that th e fuse plugs activate when the lake lev el reaches
75.7m AHD, thereby causing the cap acity for W ivenhoe Dam to preven t flooding of Brisbane to be
reduced from 80m AHD by 4.3m, ie by approxim ately 33% (80 – 67 = 13m of theoretical flood
mitigation capacity, and 4.3 /13 = 33%)?

7.
When did Minister Robertson learn that W4, which floods Brisbane, is initiated when the lake
level reaches 74m AHD, thereby cau sing the fuse plugs to reduce the
practical capacity for
Wivenhoe Dam to prevent flooding of Brisbane by approximately 46% (80 – 67 = 13, and 6 /13
= 46%)?
8.
Because the flood control engineers contend
that the cap acity of W ivenhoe to m itigate
flooding was not diminished by the fuse plugs, when did Minister Robertson learn that at initiation of
W4, the FSL + the practical flood com partment = 190%, and that therefore the capacity of W ivenhoe
Dam to avoid flooding Brisbane w as far less than the dam engineers contend by their d eceptive
reference to flood mitigation capacity?
9.
Why did Minister Robertson assert that he understood that “there was enhanced management
of the rain event.”
As Minister Robertson evidenced that he was satisfied the Water Grid Manager was managing the La
Nina event satisfactorily by keepin g the FSL at 100%, when did he learn that the FSL had exceeded
100%, and thereby the capacity for W ivenhoe Da m to avoid flooding Brisbane was reduced as
follows :
Jan.
FSL %
Flood compartment %
6
103
87
7
106
84
8
Not revealed by Seqwater in
9
the information provided.
10 morning
140
60
10 evening
154
46
11 morning
173
17
11 5.19 pm
190
nil
10.
Did Minister Robertson ever require the dam operator to advise what needed to be done to
ensure the requirements of W1 and W2, did not handicap the operator from mitigating the flooding of
Brisbane?
Regarding the evidence of Seqwater Senior Flood Operations Engineer Robert Ayre
11.
Why did Mr Ayre ignore the possibility of the monsoonal front moving south and reduce
the dam level from 5 January 2011, instead of allowing the dam level to exceed FSL?
12.
Would Mr Ayre now accept that a monsoonal fro
precautionary attention?

nt needs to be given special

13.
As the lake must not be allowed to exceed 74m, which corresponds to 90% of the FSL, does
Mr Ayre acknowledge that the practical lim it of the flood s torage compartment is only 90% of the
FSL?
14.
Does Mr Ayre ackno wledge that Seqwater has been d eceptive w hen suggesting that
Wivenhoe Da m has a flood m itigation capacity of 143% of the FSL?
(falsely stated flood
compartment of 1.65 million megaliters / FSL of 1.15 megalitres)
15.
If Mr Ayers m aintains that the 8 0m dam wa ll could still act to m itigate flooding, does this
imply that the fuse plugs may not limit the rise of the lake to 80m?
16.
If so, does this im ply that the fuse plugs are insufficient
collapsing?

to prevent W ivenhoe Da m wall

17.
Has Mr Malone’s m odeling, and the data used in his m odeling, of the effect of m itigating
flooding of Brisbane by various reductions of the FSL been verified independently?
18.
Given that the substantial rainfall on 10 & 11 January 201 1 exceeded the BOM forecasts,
should the BOM forecasts now be treated as conservative, instead of being disregarded as uncertain?
19.
Does Mr Ayre acknowledge that BOM Senior Forecaster Peter Brad ley had advised that the
BOM forecasts in January 2011 should be treated as cautionary?
20.
Does Mr Ayer acknow ledge that if the engi neers had accepted the BOM rain fo recasts,
and commenced releasing water at the rate of 4,000 cubic metres / second, 36 hours before th ey
initiated W4, the flooding of Brisbane would have been minor rather than major?
21.
Mr Ayre gave evidence that precautionary release = precautionary flooding” , but does Mr
Ayre concede that precautionary release does not = precautionary flooding, if the release commences
early enough to avoid flooding?
22.
Mr Ayre gave evidence that he would not
support the concept of reducing the FSL on a
seasonal basis, but would he agree that the F
SL should be reduced when the BOM warns of a
particularly wet summer?
23.
In view of Ipswich being ‘back-water’ fl
ooded in 1974, why did Mr Ayre not ensure
modeling was carried out of such an effect before the 2011 flood event?
24.
Why did Mr Ayre not ensure that Mr Malone modeled a 25% reduction of the FSL for the full
period of the expected very wet summer, that is keeping the 25% reduction by releasing water until
outflow at 4,000 cubic m eters / second would not m aintain the 25% re duction, and only then
allowing the lake level to rise?
25.
Does Mr Ayre agree with Mr Malone’s evidence that Fernvale would not have been flooded if
the flood was 2m lower, which could have been achieved by earlier release than the later high release
rate?
26.
Mr Ayre asserted that the level to initiate W4 was 74m and that this had been the same before
and af ter th e f use plug s were bu ilt. As the W4 requirement af ter the f use plug s w ere bu ilt wa s to
prevent the fuse plugs f rom being triggered, does this indicate W 4 was m ore concerned to prevent
flooding of Brisbane than to protect the dam wall from being over-topped?
27.
If before th e fuse plugs were built it was cons idered necessary to move to W4 when the lake
level was 6m below the dam wall, does this indicate that this safety margin was considered necessary
due to the possibility of such very heavy inflow occurring that at least a 6m buffer was required?
28.
If so, should the possibility of such heavy infl ow since the fuse plugs were built require a 6m
buffer below the fuse plugs, rather than the just 1.7m buffer that exists between 74mAHD and the
lowest fuse plug at 75.7mAHD?
29.
Does Mr Ayre acknowledge that if W4 had to be initiated when the lake level was 6m below
the lowest fuse plug, that is at 68mAHD, the practical cap acity for W ivenhoe Dam to prevent
flooding of Brisbane would be substantially lo wer than it now is, as W 4 would only be 1.0m above
the current FSL of 67m?
30.
Does Mr Ayers acknowledge that as the lake
level rose about 3m due to the exceptional
rainfall on 11 January 2011 that did not fall in the rain gauges around the dam , the current buffer of
1.7m of W4 below the lowest fuse plug may be quite insufficient to avoid flooding Brisbane?

31.
Does Mr Ayers acknow ledge that for W ivenhoe Dam’s practical flood com partment volume
to be equal to the full supply volum
e, the F SL w ould need to be signifi cantly lower, and that
Brisbane would need a substantial additional water storage dam?
Regarding the evidence of Mr Jim Davidson, Qld Regional Director, Bureau of Meteorology
32.
Did Mr Davidson gain the im pression that th e Prem ier and Cabinet viewed his 18 October
2010 warnings to be significant?
33.
Did Mr Davidson believe that Peter Bradle y gained the impression that the Prem
Cabinet viewed his warnings on 5 January 2011to be significant?

ier and

34.
Was Mr Davidson surprised that Minister Robertson gave evid ence that he considered the
BOM warnings to “not be significant”?
Evidence of Mr John Ruffini, Flood Operations Engineer
35.
As the DERM Director, W ater Planning Serv ices, why has Mr Ruffi ni not carried out
simulation of W4 before the January flooding of Brisbane?
36.

Who is responsible to ensure implementation of W4 was simulated?

37.

Why has some of the manual available to the public been redacted?

a

38.
Mr Ruffini said he was concerned about releasing water when the monsoon front was close, in
case it bypassed W ivenhoe Dam and dum ped into urban Brisbane, as his releas e would then m ake a
bad situation worse. Why did he and the other engineers not rele ase water when the m onsoon front
was distant, when such release would not cau se back-flooding of the Brem er River and Lockyer
Creek, and could have been achieved without flooding Brisbane?
39.

Is maintaining the FSL at 67m more important that flooding Brisbane?

40.
What should the FSL be, to equate the risks
flooded?

of Brisbane running out of water, and being

Evidence of Mr Terry Malone, Flood Operations Engineer
41.
Considering the experience of 1974, and Mr Ma lone’s experience when working for BOM,
why did he ignore the 5 January 2011 warnings of the monsoon front?
42.

Did he raise concerns that the BOM warnings should not be ignored?

43.
Would the need for Mr Malone to request the fuse plug equati ons have been obviated if W 4
had been simulated?
44.
Why did Mr Malone m odel the reduction of FSL to 75%, but then not keep it at that level in
his model for the duration of the anticipated wet season?

Evidence of Mr John Tibaldi, Principal Engineer Dam Safety & Flood Operations Engineer
45.
Mr Tibaldi stated that he c onsidered there were 3 circumstances when BOM forecasts should
be given weight, the first one bein g; ra infall p rediction du e to a very large, slow moving rainfall
system. Why then was the BOM warning of the slow moving monsoon front, ignored?
46.

Would a BOM rain forecast due to a fast moving large rainfall system be ignored?

47.

Could the BOM forecasts be heeded even if they could not be factored into a model run?

48.
If the BOM forecast regarding th e monsoon fr ont gave warning of the need for impending
disaster management, why was it ignored?
49.
Will the urban sprawl of Brisbane and Ipswich prevent effective flood control measures to be
implemented to prevent future flooding of Brisbane and/or Ipswich?
50.
Does Mr Tibaldi acknowledge that the failu re to react to the ea rly BOM monsoonal rain
forecast resulted in action being left too late to avoid flooding Brisbane?
51.
Does Mr T ibaldi agree that flex ibility for th e engineers to determ ine strategies must be
tempered with the requirement for them to take gr eater heed of the adv ice from experts in weather
systems?
52.
Does Mr Tibaldi acknowledge that despite
peak rain events on 10 & 11 January, its forecasts
initiated 36 hours earlier than it was?

BOM’s short-term forecast not predicting the 2
correctly indicated that W 4 s hould have been

53.
Does Mr Tibaldi acknowledge that as he is not a weather expert, his conjecture of how m uch
reliance should be afforded to the BOM forecasts, puts lives and property at risk?
54.
Does Mr Tibaldi acknowledge that he and his f ellow flood control engineers usurped the role
of the weather experts?
Questions related to misinformation
55.
Why did Seqwater not release to the public its 1180 page flood control engineers’ log until
late on Monday 7 March 2011, just 4 days before
the Comm ission of Inquiry’s first deadline for
submissions?
56.
Why does Seqwater indicate that floodwaters ta ke 24 to 36 hours to travel from W ivenhoe
Dam to Brisbane, when it has been shown that the time is more likely to be only about 12 hours?
57.
Considering the revelation that Somerset Dam was not filed to its capacity in January 2011
because of concern th at its wall w ould break, w hy does Seqwater maintain that Som erset Da m
capacity to mitigate floods is undiminished?
58.
If Som erset Da m was full on 10 January 2011, a nd its wall broke, would the fuse plugs of
Wivenhoe Dam have been triggered?

Yours sincerely,
David Stark

